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Abstract
For many millennia of human history, it has been a widespread belief that all objects, especially human and animal bodies, have an Aura (or electromagnetic (EM) field). Late 19th century metaphysical science expanded on this concept with the theory that all things possess a body of etheric substance, commonly called the Ethereal Body, which is composed of the higher frequencies of subtle energy and finer pre-matter quantum particles which are intimately bound up with the physical body, as a product of creation of matter by electrofield manifestation through the quantum particles onto the physical plane.

The history of color itself has its roots in Ancient Egypt. The aura supposedly reflects a supernatural energy field or life force that permeates all things. It also shows disease - often long before the onset of symptoms. For every other object of color we have scientific devices which can measure any energy emitted from the object, as well as the wavelengths of light reflected from the object. Energy, the Eternal Delight, is the only life and is from the Body and Reason is the bound or outward circumference of Energy. In order to find the secrets of the universe, analysis is being done in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.

Various distinct cultural and religious traditions postulate the existence of esoteric energies, usually as a type of an essence which differentiates living from non-living objects. Thus energy became closely associated with concepts of animating spirits or of the human soul. Everything (living and non living) radiates, and can reflect an influence upon its surroundings. Everything is vibration, and everything expresses itself in varying degrees of vibration.

In fact, much has been learned this century about the light properties of subtle energy fields and current research further suggests that certain levels of bioelectrical aura fields are characteristic of the physical status of the biological organism. Biological activities such as autonomic responses initiate cellular and electrochemical changes, thereby creating an environment thermodynamically favorable to the conversion of metabolic kinetic energy into electromagnetic energy. Not everyone can see the aura with the naked eye. As an aid, the scientists created an aura-specific camera that can take photographs of the aura of things and people. This camera works on the principle and understanding that the aura is actually a reflection of the electro-magnetic field of the body.

Many scientists and doctors have been particularly intrigued by metaphysical scientists’ claims that the Aura’s energy-information can be used to accurately analyze a patient’s psychological and emotional states.
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Introduction
An aura, according to New Age metaphysics, is a colored outline, or set of contiguous outlines, allegedly emanating from the surface of an object. Human auras allegedly emerge from the chakras. No machine has yet been able to reproduce the aura of a person. Some psychics claim that the specific colors in auras have specific meanings. Even colors have auras, so what color clothing you have on will affect the color of your aura.

The Aura around humans is partly composed from EM (electromagnetic) radiation, spanning from microwave, infrared (IR) to UV light. The low frequency microwave and infrared part of the spectrum (body heat) seems to be related to the low levels of the functioning of our body (DNA structure, metabolism, circulation etc.) whereas high frequency (UV part) is more related to our conscious activity such as thinking, creativity, intentions, sense of humor and emotions. Also, aura is our spiritual signature. Colors and intensity of the aura,
especially around and above the head have VERY special meanings. By reading Aura it seems possible to diagnose malfunctions in the body (diseases) long before physical symptoms become evident. By consciously controlling the aura one can actually heal oneself.

Today the modern man is trying to build bridges between science and spiritual beliefs. There are many aspects of the spiritual side that have been dissected thoroughly by scientists to the benefit of mankind. Many alternative healing practitioners today use Color therapy healing rooms to assist us in balancing the energy of the color or colors we are lacking in. Colors bring about emotional reactions within us and therefore can be used to assist us in identifying our emotional, physical and spiritual needs.

It has been observed that diseases that would take years to develop physically can be “seen & identified” years in advance through aura photography – including cancer. Of course, aura photography highlights and tells plenty about the emotional state of a person. This can be as good as a zodiac reading – telling you all about your personality, fears, abilities, anxiety areas, etc. This will help you know yourself better and show you ways to move forward emotionally and spiritually.

Considering the mechanics of subtle energy fields and energy-matter interactions, torsion field physics, and given the advanced state of modern scientific instrumentation, it seems both reasonable and logical to conclude that the Aura can be quantified and tangibly studied in an experimental manner. Indeed, since colors of light are defined by frequency, subtle energies and the bioenergy that emanates from all living things can be quantified as electromagnetic field energy that resonates with different frequencies of light.

In this process, localized bioenergy “complexes” are framed to form a dynamic field that differentiates according to the neurological information that stimulated it. Since the skin is no barrier for such electromagnetic energy, the bioenergy field can and does radiate outside of the organism to become what we call the Aura. Resonant Field Imaging (RFI), Kirlian photography, Electro-Interstitial Scanning Systems (EIS), Polycontrast Interference (PIP), Transcranial contrast Doppler studies are the few techniques used for psychological and physical health evaluation.

Aura & brain imaging report can benefit

Health Care Professionals: Aura detection is highly beneficial for medical doctors, chiropractors, osteopaths, naturopaths, nurse practitioners, physical therapists, psychologists, psychiatrists, and a wide variety of therapists and alternative healers. Brain imaging can also be used for bio-energetic blood sample analysis.

Biofeedback Practitioners: Aura detection can reveal real-time changes in a person’s psychology and health. It can identify bio-energies that reveal their brain state at the moment. RFI frequency data generally has a good correlation to data obtained from electroencephalogram (EEG) technology.

Parapsychologists: Aura techniques are very useful in detecting and analysing ambient fields such as psychic and mental energy, and various paranormal phenomena. Some people have used it for poltergeist investigations, which resulted in comprehensive explanations of seemingly paranormal phenomena occurring in a house or territory. You can use the Brain imaging program to explore brain power, psychic abilities and other “psi” phenomena.

Antique Collectors & Archaeologists: Aura is generally sensitive enough to read energy imprints emanating from physical matter, to perform electro-pyschometry. This allows us to make indirect psychological analysis of the energies of people who owned or used an object. In archeology, this flexible feature allows us to better understand the beliefs or feelings of ancient cultures through electrofield mapping of artifacts, or scanning archeological ruins and preserved sites.

Feng Shui Practitioners: RFI™ allows you to determine the identity, type and function of the energy fields that you detect anywhere - in the air, in spaces, near or on furniture, in different rooms, etc. It can be used to observe the fields generated by the different ways you arrange furniture in each room in your house and the energy effects of featured objects or decorations which you add or place in different parts of a room.

Botanists: Aura has been successfully used to create bioenergy images and analyses of herbs, plants, flowers, or trees, and the related softwares include a special function for analyzing the energies detected around
plants.

**Pet Lovers and Veterinarians:** These techniques can be used to explore the health of animals, or to better understand the pet’s emotions, thoughts, spiritual needs and hidden abilities.

**Science & Self-Development Hobbyists:** Gain a better understanding of yourself, and how you interact with your environment. Aura detection techniques have successfully helped train people to develop psychic abilities, manage and deal with their emotions, and take control over their own health. One can explore the metaphysical energies attributed to geometrical structures such as pyramids, or furniture in your apartment. RFI can even reveal the psychic energies in a room, or representative geographic area.

**Aura analysis**

**The electromagnetic properties of bioenergy**

It is a well-known fact to the medical community that the body generates endogenous (internal) EM waves through many mechanisms. In medical electronics, these emissions are routinely measured using equipment such as the electroencephalogram (EEG), the electrocardiogram (EKG), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the electromyogram (EMG), and ultrasound. However, these endogenous fields are generally considered by the medical establishment to be by-products of biochemical reactions in the body, and not of any significance in and of themselves in diagnosing conditions. The movement of positive (protons) and negative (electrons) atomic charges and negatively and positively charged ions within the body produce EM waves that radiate for a short distance outside of the body. Such motion on a molecular and cellular level is continuous.

**Psychological profiling** may be described as a method of suspect identification which seeks to identify a person’s mental, emotional, and personality characteristics (as manifested in things done or left at the crime scene). A psychiatrist with expertise on the criminal mind can predict the age range, sexual psychopathy, and also above average intellect.

**Three main goals of Criminal profiling:**

- The first is to provide law enforcement with a social and psychological assessment of the offender;
- The second goal is to provide law enforcement with a "psychological evaluation of belongings found in the possession of the offender";
- The third goal is to give suggestions and strategies for the interviewing process.

**Personality profiles** also known as psychological profile can help deduce one’s behavior profile. It can include various behaviors, preferences, personal traits and special talents. Profiles can be deduced from any public information such as demographic data, internet search, media, opinions, blogs, social networking services, wikis, newsgroups, words, voice, pictures, videos, biological features, physical features, body language, forums, message boards including other methods such as statistical comparisons with peer groups.

Standardizing traits is an emerging field. Just as credit scores are used by creditors to determine how good a credit risk you are. Psych scores confer predictive value for estimating how likely it is that someone behaves in a certain way. People having similar scores for certain aspects of their behavior tend to act similarly for those particular behaviors. You can compare personality profiles of two people and find out how similarly they would tend to be like each other for particular behaviors.
Psychology also has a great influence on the Stock Market. Investors are people and like most people react emotionally to news and other facts. And a person's perception of fundamental and technical factors can be influenced by many things including money. Markets are all about perceptions of the future. More important than the details themselves is how investors perceive those details and react to them. Facts do matter, but the only thing that really counts is how investors react to the facts. This perception of the details and facts depends a great deal on the individual psychological profile of investors and the total market is the collective psychological profile of all the investors.

As a measure to improve school safety, thinking of making use of student profiling to identify students who are believed to be prone to violence could be a great tactic. Principals and teachers will never know if overreacted but will always know if underreacted. Cross-cultural psychology, also psychology of terrorism can also be understood in advance with such analyzes.

In advanced old age, individuals may be pushed to the limits of their adaptive psychological capacity. On the level/basis of systematic-wholistic analysis, the very old appear to be a distinct group psychologically. Correlates of individual and age-related differences in intellectual performance in late adulthood may be used for proper handling of our seniors in respect of societal development.

There is a natural current of electromagnetic energy, known as the Bio-Energy field (chi/aura), circulating in and around the human body. When this current flows freely it feeds essential information and vitality to each organ and system of the body. When the energy flow becomes blocked or stagnant it breaks up the basic wholeness of an individual, which over time can lead to illness. Stagnant energy is the root cause behind a majority of chronic pain and other ailments occurring in the body. Bio-Energy Practitioners use specialized techniques through a series of hand movements around the body to remove stagnant energy and re-establish the natural flow of the Bio-Energy field.

During sessions clients may feel heat or cold, tingling sensations and also swaying or movement of the body. After the session some clients immediately begin to feel remarkable changes in their health. Others become more aware of their illness for a few days as their body starts to release years of stagnant energy. Clients may also notice very little happening initially but find their illnesses have disappeared over the weeks following the sessions. This example is like a traffic jam, once the problem has been removed the cars at the back of the line still have to wait to get moving. Practitioners know that once they have successfully restored the flow of energy to the body, they can step back and trust the process to work.

Bio-Energy Therapy has worked for thousands of people with potentially incurable ailments. Twelve most successful illnesses treated:


Benefits of Treatment

- Total Pain Management
- Illness Recovery
- Increased Energy Levels
- Improved Sleep Patterns
- Greater Focus and Concentration
- Enlightened Thinking and Creative Expression

Techniques for aura detection

Kirlian photography refers to a form of photogram made with electricity. It is named after Semyon Kirlian, who in 1939 accidentally discovered that if an object on a photographic plate is connected to a source of voltage an image is produced on the photographic plate. The Kirlian technique is contact photography, in which the subject is in direct contact with a film placed upon a charged metal plate and Kirlian said that the image he was studying might be compared with the human Aura.
Dr. Konstantin Korotkov in the Russian University used GDV (Gas Discharge Visualization) based on the Kirlian Effect. GDV instruments use glass electrodes to create a pulsed electrical field excitation (called “perturbation technique”) to measure electro-photonic glow. The Korotkov methods are used in hospitals and athletic training programs and elsewhere as preventive measurements for detecting stress.

**Resonant Field Imaging**

This technology gives detailed, scientific information and interpretations for Auras and Bioenergy fields. It reads and interprets the Aura, Brain, Energy Field and Chakras. RFI is an experimental electromagnetic feedback and imaging process. In particular, RFI generates complete psychological profiles that fully reveal the role of a patient’s psychology in their health condition. While it is not intended for medical diagnosis of specific illnesses, RFI does give comprehensive information about a patient’s health conditions, and provides a detailed and technical level of information that trained medical doctors can use as a factor in their professional decisions. Perhaps most interestingly, RFI is the first Aura imaging technology that can create full color bioenergy charts of objects, plants, animals, and even ambient bioenergy or brainwaves in the air, so its use is unlimited.

The RFI system accurately identifies and interprets 15 colors of bioenergy, representing all 15 distinguishable colors of the optical spectrum, giving it the maximum possible usefulness for detailed and accurate images and interpretations.

The Resonant Field Imaging system consists of a small, hand-held, easy to use device which, placed in a person’s energy field, provides electromagnetic feedback. It is a hand-held digital frequency counter with a specially tuned antenna (reading mega hertz). The Antenna of the frequency counter if held 2” away from the body measures the Health Level, Psychological Level, Chakra System and Hand Movements. The measured frequencies are then fed into a computer program, which prints full colour images and detailed interpretations of the psychological profile, health profile and chakra profile from the colours seen in the aura. Brain mapping of the client using full colour images of the brain based on principles of neurophysiology and detailed interpretations of right brain bio energies, left brain bio energies and integrated brain bio energies.

**EIS (Electro-Interstitial Scanning) Systems**

The Electro Interstitial Scanning (EIS) System is said to provide useful information by measuring and interpreting resistance to the flow of electric current through interstitial fluid (fluid between the cells) throughout the body. EIS System could help practitioners treat patients with many types of health problems and can verify treatment effectiveness. The device evaluates the “bioelectromagnetic impedance” (electrical resistance) of interstitial fluid throughout the body. The EIS System is said to (a) introduce a 1.28-volt direct current through six electrodes connected through a “black box” to the practitioner’s computer (b) measure the voltage drop between 22 pairs of points on the skin, and (c) interpret the results with software installed in the practitioner’s computer that produces various models, graphs, and text data for the practitioner to interpret. The patient sits in front of the device with bare feet on the lower electrode plates, hands resting on the desktop electrodes, and the upper electrodes applied to the forehead.

**Polycontrast Interference (PIP)**

PIP Aura scan is photography of Electro Magnetic Field surrounding Visible Physical Body, Chakras and Organs after. Photograph superimposed on photograph and results analysed through software is quite accurate in depicting the problem areas of the body.

In the late 1980s, using microchip technology, Harry Oldfield developed a scanner which could provide a real time, moving image of the energy field. He believed that the colours seen with PIP are absolutely the actual colours of the aura. Some clairvoyants and mystics with their gifts helped me to develop some of the filters in PIP which simulate what they see. They naturally have eye and brain mechanisms that can pick up these subtle changes of light. When you’re looking at chakra colours on our visual equipment, you’re not just seeing one colour, you’re seeing a mixture of colours.

All the Aura technique analysis, full color charts and a multi-page interpretation of the chart images are produced. Interpretations are for the chakras, the inner Aura, and the outer Auric layers as well as for the brain energy fields mapped from the aura.
Psychosocial status, career history, intelligence, self and personality & social relationship all sorts of studies, treatments and preventions can be done through proper aura analysis.
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